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EDITORIAL 
 

 
One of the wonderful things about bell ringing is that we have the opportunity to participate in important national events 
and anniversaries of past events. One such occasion occurred on Wednesday 9th September when Her Majesty, Queen 
Elizabeth the second, became the longest serving Monarch of Britain and the Commonwealth. Peals, quarter peals and 
general ringing, up and down the country, marked this unique and wonderful event. Many towers in this Guild participated 
and made it a day to remember. (Some of us have been there throughout her whole reign, but that is another story) 
Our thanks must go to our Education Committee for organising an excellent ringing course, with Ullesthorpe as the hub. 
We hope that everyone who participated, in whatever way, gained something from the weekend. 
The Leicester DG regained the Worthington Memorial Trophy on September 12th at Duffield, Derbyshire, winning for the 
first time since 1997. 
John Bennett takes us on a trip down Memory Lane. An excellent ringer himself he taught a band at Cosby after moving to 
live in nearby Littlethorpe and was responsible for many ringers achieving their first peal ,including several who still ring in 
the area to this day. 
Now domiciled in the wilds of Lincolnshire he continues to teach new ringers and pass on his knowledge gained over 
several decades. 
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SNIPPETS 
 

25 October 
This is the 600th anniversary of the Battle of Agincourt, Henry V’s famous victory on St Crispin’s Day.  We know that some 
ringers aren’t always keen to mark anniversaries of battles, but others like to mark notable anniversaries and there is likely to 
be some national media coverage of this anniversary.  If ringers in this area are arranging any special ringing it is another 
opportunity to link local and national events and to obtain good publicity for ringing. 

  
 
W.W. WORTHINGTON MEMORIAL TROPHY.  
A Leicester DG band won the Worthington Memorial Trophy on Saturday 12th September on the fine `Taylor` ring at 
Duffield in Derbyshire. The other participating teams were from Beeston, Cambridge and Derby and the test piece was a 
plain course of Cambridge Surprise Royal.  
The first time the band rang together was actually on the day of the competition but were ably led by Terry Astill whose 
`team talk` obviously had the desired effect. The band was as follows:-  
Howell Williams 1; Angela Preston 2; Gail Harrison 3; Steven Harvey 4; Ian Mellor 5; Stephen Franklin 6; Andrew 
Preston 7; Garry Mason 8; Mark Pendery 9; Terry Astill 10. 

 

 
 

 
BASIC METHOD CONSTRUCTION 

 
 

Before we make up our own method let’s look at another well known method: 
     
 

Double Norwich Court Bob Major 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Now you can see that bell 4 is the bell making a place at the half lead and the other bells that MUST cross to 
ensure a plain Bob Lead End are 26, 38, and 57.  Using the idea introduced above, write the bells in order as before, 
cycled round so the pivot bell, in this case 4, is in the middle 
                                                                                   5324687 
and you will notice that the crossing pairs are again symmetrically placed.  This might seem unremarkable, but notice 
that this is precisely the same order that was used before except that the bells have been cycled round two steps. 
 
You will note that the lead end place notation is 18, but what if it was 12 (which is within the rules)?  We would get a 
lead end 16482735 (which is a plain bob lead end) and an entirely new method, in this case called Hereward Bob Major. 
We will come back and look at other properties of Double Norwich later but first lets set up a table to see which bells 
must cross when a certain bell makes a place at the half lead.  You can predict this table by writing the bells in the 
above sequence with the bell making the half-lead place in the centre. 

12345678 
21436587 X 
24135678 14 
42316587 X 
24361578 36 
42635187 X 
24365817 58 
42638571 X 
46283751 18 
64827315 X 
46287135 58 
64821753 X 
46812735 36 
64187253 X 
61482735 14 
16847253 X 
18674523 18 
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Bell 
making 
place 

Pairs that must 
cross 

12 lead end 
produced 

code 18 lead end 
produced 

code 

8 23  45  67 13527486 a 12345678  

7 24  36  58 14263857 f 16482735 l 

6 27  35  48 17856342 c 15738264 h 

5 28  37  46 18674523 d 17856342 j 

4 26  38  57 16482735 e 18674523 k 

3 25  47  68 15738264 b 13527486 g 

2 34  56  78 12345678  14263857 m 

 
As a consequence of the bells being symmetrically placed about the pivot bell in the coursing order you will notice that, 
if the first two columns of this table are read as one row they represent the lead heads of plain bob major e.g. (taking 
the first row) 8674523 so one can work out the bells that have to cross from either the lead heads of plain bob major or 
the coursing order. (Whichever is easiest to remember).  
Let’s make up our own Method.  The best way is by trial and error  
Here’s one I have prepared: 
 
   12345678    
   21346587 34 
   12435678 X 
   21345768 58 
   23154786 16 
   32517468 X 
   23157485 56 
   32514768 X 
   23541786 36 
   32457168 X 
   23451786 34 
   32547168 X 
   23574618 38 
   25376481 14 
   52734618 X 
   25374681 56 
   52347861 38 
Let’s look at bell 3.  
Writing down the bells in the  order     8753246 we see that If 3 makes a place then bells  52   74   86 have to cross and 
this is the case here (so the next row will be 52347861) the place notation being 38, which is within the rules.  When 
we get to the lead end (by reversing the place notation) we will have either: a 12 lead end (from the table) of 15738264 
or an 18 lead end of 13527486 I don’t think either of these methods have been rung but don’t quote me on that. In 
place notation they would be 
 
  34-58.16-56-36-34-38.14-56 HL 38 b   and 34-58.16-56-36-34-38.14-56 HL 38 g 
 
The other possible half-lead changes, 18, 58, and 78 will not give a regular method, as you should be able to verify from 
the tables. 
 
So let’s try and make up a (Little) method where the treble treble bobs to fourths: 
     

12345678 
21436587 X 
12435678 34 
21346587 X 
23145678 14 
32416587 X 
32145678 12 
23416587 X 
24315678 14 
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Now the treble this time is going to make fourths so the only possible places for the pivot bell are firsts or thirds 
(remember that only one bell can make a place at the half lead besides the treble).  If the bell 4 makes thirds then bells 
23   65   and 87   will cross, which does not conform to the table.  On the other hand, if 2 makes the place then bells 34   
56   78 will cross, which is consistent with the table and the next row will be 24315678 giving the 12 lead end   
12345678 or the 18 lead end 14263857.  The place notation for the method is: 
    -34-14-12- HL 14 m 
 
Now for curiosities sake let’s go back to Double Norwich Court Bob Major 
    -14-36-58- HL 18 k 
 
We have seen that if we use a 12 lead end we get Hereward Bob Major 

   -14-36-58-HL 18 e 
 

Suppose the half lead is 78 not 18 The pairs 24 36 58 will cross, which is permitted and which will give—with 12 lead 
end 14263857 and with 18 lead end 16482735—the methods:  
 -14-36-58-HL 78 f Double Oxford Bob Major 
and 
 -14-36-58-HL 78 l Pershore Bob Major 
 
Finally let’s try and make up a regular Major method where the treble plain hunts to 6ths  
   
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
With a 56 half-lead change (the only one to comply with the requirements) this produces a 12 lead end 13527486.  This 
I have just made up and checked and it is called Filkins Little Bob Major 
 
   38.16.58.36.12 HL 56 a Filkins Little Bob Major 
A 18 lead-end change will produce rounds. 
 
Paul Atkins 
 

 
MEMORIES OF LEICESTER by John Bennett 

 
 

Like leaves blown away by the wind, almost seven decades have passed since we went to All Saints Church. A Sunday 
evening service, and I'm not sure why we were there at all, as none of us lived near the parish. It may have been one of 
the girls who had a former family connection with the church. Suffice it to say that I just tagged along with a group of 
"kids from our street" and though I did not know it, that visit was to kindle my future interest in bellringing. 
  
It was the autumn of 1945, everything rationed, and shortly after the end of  the second World War. At that time the 
bells of All Saints were out of the tower ( I believe since 1934) and stood in a line close to the west end door of the 
church ( Can you, dear readers, imagine this being done nowadays ). We used to drop pennies into the staple hole on 
the tenor crown-our small contributions towards their restoration fund, the work finally going ahead in early 1946. With 
a new treble bell, cast at Loughborough in 1945, the restored bells were dedicated on April 14th 1946, and shortly 
afterwards we commenced learning to ring, "we" being Jean Ward, her brother John and myself. We rang our first peal , 
Grandsire Doubles, on October 30th, 1946-the occasion of the King and Queen's visit to Leicester.  As I sometimes 
tell my learners at Gedney, we were so very lucky in those days.  Not only did we have the Cattell family, primarily Alan 
Cattell, to teach us but there were also four active towers in the city, all with change ringing bands and welcoming 
ringers.  It made such a difference in enhancing our progress. 
  
Early peals included Grandsire Triples, rung on March 1st 1947 on the light eight at St Margarets.  The band included 
Mavis Whitehead with whom I rang a few peals at that time.  She was then 13 years old and frequently a pillion 
passenger on Dad Ted's Norton being sometimes almost left behind as he accelerated. I'm sure Mavis, if you read this 

12345678 
21354768 38 
23145786 16 
32415876 58 
23451867 36 
23548176 12 
32548167 56 
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you will remember those days with a smile.  Friday, November 21st 1947 and Saturday, November 22nd saw us ringing 
peals for Prince Phillip and Princess Elizabeth's wedding.  Ringing in the latter of these at St John`s, was Josiah Morris, 
father of Ernest and George, who with his large bulbous red nose and shock of grey hair commanded a degree of 
respect from we youngsters with perhaps a suggestion of awe. He was about 80 at the time and I think it was in this 
peal that Jean and I had to help him to a seat afterwards-he was so stiff. 

  
Names flow down the years like vintage wine; the late John Bramley with whom we cycled to Lincoln on Easter 
Monday, 1947, wonderful going there but awful coming back against a strong head wind, but then, we were 
young. Elizabeth Faulknall, from Desford who married the late John R Smith, and Fred Watson from Croft who could 
only ring the treble.  My pal of the time was Terry Thornber who sadly passed away last February.  I rang in his first 
peal, Grandsire Doubles at All Saints on April 26th 1948 when he rang tenor behind and in his 200th, Yorkshire Royal 
at St Margarets on March 13th 1954 where he also rang the tenor. Colin P Walker was a character indeed and 
commenced ringing sometime in 1948 at St Margarets. Colin`s father belonged to the Plymouth Brethren, a strict 
evangelical Christian sect.  The "Beano" was banned in Colin's house unless it could be secretly hidden and perhaps this 
upbringing enhanced Colin`s exuberant later life-he got off the chain!  Colin was a lover of heavy bells-he didn`t care 
for "tinkle in towers" and I remember his "Mystery Outings", destinations unknown, though for certain no tenor would 
weigh less than a ton.  Good outings indeed. 
  
The Leicester Guild Dinners of the late 1940's , early 1950's were always enjoyable, probably influenced by Harold 
Poole.  It was not all bellringing with him, though heaven knows how he found time for other pastimes. A self taught 
pianist he was a "dab hand" at singing while accompanying himself on the piano.  A competent dancer  and perhaps 
due to this we always had dancing at the Guild Dinners where in 1952 I met my former wife introduced by Brian G 
(Gus) Warwick. 
  
It was indirectly due to Harold that my close association with All Saints gradually ended, though this wasn't intended. 
He took Terry, Alan Cattell and me to a social/dance at Thurcaston -I remember his words as if they were spoken 
yesterday though it was in January, 1949,  "some tunes on handbells-real good do-be at Headquarters at half past six-
don't be late, you three can go in the back, Phyllis in the front"  "Headquarters" was the police HQ on Charles Street, 
where a certain side door  was where we met prior to many a peal in those days. "Phylllis" was, of course his wife , a 
good ringer in her own right.   Well we rang our tunes but more importantly Terry and I were invited to Anstey Youth 
Fellowship by a certain young girl.  So commenced a delightful 18 months, a girl friend  ( my first ), the Youth 
Fellowship on Sunday evenings and the pleasure of ringing with Redvers F Elkington, who taught many of the church 
going youth of Anstey.  He used to get us through Bristol, ringing his bell with one hand, halfway across the tower but 
never getting flustered.   Ah dear old Redvers, of happy memories,  they were such good times in your tower. 

 
John Bennett 
 

 
NO LONGER WITH US - Robert (Bob) Bindley (1937-2015) 

 

Robert was born in Market Harborough, 31st October 1937.   He was a devoted 

family man with many interests including The Rotary Club, canal boating and 

buildings in general - stemming from his working life as a plumber and builder. 

Robert had always been a member of  St Dionysius Church, singing in the choir 

until his voice broke aged 13, when he was encouraged to join the bell-ringing 

team, led by Tower Captain Fred Wallington.   

Robert joined the Leicester Diocesan Guild of  Church Bell Ringers in 1955; 

becoming a committee member for the Harborough District in 1957 until 1976 

when he became chairman, a position he held for 10 years, before resuming again 

as a committee member until he finally retired in 1993.  During this time, he also 

represented the Harborough District on the Guild General Committee, rarely 

missing a meeting. 
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In the early years of  ringing he was one of  the few members to have transport and would squeeze as many ringers as 

possible into his van, so that they could attend the monthly meetings.   Public transport, even in those days, did not always 

reach the remote villages. 

Ringing was one of  his passions, he took over as Tower Captain of  Market Harborough Parish Church in the 1960s and he 

looked after the maintenance of  the belfry and bells – splicing ropes, making new stays - ringing for morning and evening 

services (occasionally on his own by chiming 3 bells), ringing for weddings and funerals; meeting visiting bands and 

teaching new ringers, for over 50 years. 

Robert rang in many quarter peals at Market Harborough and in nearby villages, and rang in 25 peals.   He enjoyed 

supporting other local towers, helping to teach new ringers and assisting in the maintenance of  the bells. 

He instigated the augmentation of  the bells at Market Harborough from 8 to 10 in 1991, supervising the work despite 

having just had an operation. 

Robert loved to visit other churches and ring on new bells, and always remembered details of  each church and the bells 

that he had rung in the past.    He would also combine this with his love of  canal boating, and would often ”abandon 

ship” at the sound of  a local tower, leaving his crew to moor up and wait for him to return to the boat. 

A quiet man by nature, he was very quick with a witty retort, which could leave the belfry in fits of  laughter. 

Robert was diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease in 2013, losing the ability to speak soon after, but he continued to do 

as much as he could, for as long as he could, writing messages or giving a cheery thumbs-up to the end. 

Robert represented the type of  ringer that we probably take for granted, yet is essential to the exercise.   Always there for 

whatever was going on at his tower; helping out at nearby towers and ever present at district and guild meetings.    If  there 

was a problem with fixtures and fittings, he would call upon his professional experience and expertise to find a solution. 

Sadly his active ringing career came to a premature end due to the effects of  his illness, nonetheless, he still managed, until 

it became physically impossible, to attend whatever he could and display the same enthusiasm we have all known for over 

sixty years. 

Garry Mason and Richard Holyland. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

AROUND THE DISTRICTS 
Hinckley District :- 
 
 
 
It has been generally very quiet in the District throughout the summer. We held a successful afternoon meeting at 
Sheepy Magna and Witherley in July.   
 
There was no meeting in August as so many people were on holiday. 
 
 The next meeting will be the Annual District Striking Competition on Saturday 12th September.  Earl Shilton are the 
current holders of the District shield.  Competition ringing this year will be on the back six at Sapcote. 
 
There have been some notable ringing performances in the district over the last three months and congratulations must 
go to – Gillian Groom, Luke Groom, Richard Orr, Liam Curtin and Gemma Wormleighton. 
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Stoke Golding                                           Hinckley                                                                                                                                      
Sunday  5th July 2015                                            Saturday, 15th August 2015 
1320 Cambridge Surprise Royal                                        1260 Grandsire Triples 
1Ruth Brothwell                                                                   1 Helen Staples 
2 Gillian Groom                                                                  2 Philip Staples 
3 P Mary Cheesewright                                                         3 Christopher Sansome 
4 John S Patullo                                                                   4 Michael Pickering 
5 William H Riley                                                                 5 Anthony J Rowan 
6 J Michael Roberts(C)                                                         6 Luke Groom 
                                                                                             7 Martin Mellor (C) 
1st Surprise inside - 2                                                             8 Liam Curtin 
                                                                                             For the 70th Anniversary of V.J.Day 
      Remembering Charlie Davenport 
 
 
 
 
 
Sutton Cheney      Sapcote 
Saturday, 11 July 2015     Sunday, 23rd August 2015 
1260 Mixed Doubles     1280 Superlative Surprise Major 
300 Grandsire; 240 each Reverse     Composed by Ian R Fielding 
Canterbury Pleasure Place, Plain Bob,   1 Jennifer Hawkins 
 St Simon's Bob and St Martin's Bob   2 Gemma Wormleighton 
1 Gillian B Groom     3 Jill Belcher 
2 P Mary Cheesewright     4 M Vernon 
3 Martin Mellor      5 D Brown 
4 Luke G Groom (C)     6 C T Sansome 
5 J Michael Roberts     7 D H G Hawkins 
6 Richard J Orr      8 M Angrave © 
As a compliment to the Rev Dominic    17th Birthday Compliment to Gemma Wormleighton, 
McClean whose last service as Team Rector  her 25th Quarter Peal this year 
of the United Benefice of Market Bosworth 
and The Sheepy Group with Nailstone,  
Carlton and Shackerstone will be Sunday 
12th July before leaving to take up the role 
of Diocesan Vocations Director in the Diocese of Bangor. 
First Quarter 6 
First of conducting multiple methods 
First of trebling to multiple methods     Chris Sansome 
 
 
Leicester :- 
 
The Leicester District has continued to hold successful meetings over the last few months, although fewer than normal.   
 
We have only held our Saturday morning practices in both July and August.  The July meeting preceding the Guild 
Social in Ashby and in August we held it at St Mary De Castro.  Both practices were well attended with lots of progress 
made by those attending.  We held our “September” meeting on Bank Holiday Monday at Countesthorpe because of 
the ringing course the following week.  This again was very well attended. 
 
Our October meetings are as follows: 
 
Saturday 3rd October Surprise Major Focus Practice at St Margarets  10am-12noon 
 
Monday 5th October District meeting, all welcome Newtown Linford 7.30pm-9pm 
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Leicester District AGM 
Saturday 5th December 2015 

Saturday practice at St Margarets 10am-12noon 
All Welcome! 

Lunches will be served in Vestry afterwards 
All Welcome! 

AGM will be held at St Denys, Evington 
(details to follow) 

We need volunteers to make cakes! 

All Welcome! 
 
 
 
Loughborough :- 
 
Leicester Diocesan Guild 
Loughborough, Leicestershire 
All Saints 

Saturday, 22 August 2015 in 3h 21mins (30–2–0 in D♭) 
5040 Henry Tudor Surprise Royal 
Composed by Murray A Coleman 
1 Sally A Brown 
2 Richard C L Brown 
3 Brenda Parr 
4 Nicholas A Churchman  
5 Richard Bimson 
6 Michael J Dew 
7 Murray A Coleman (C) 
8 Michael Angrave    
9 Richard J Angrave 
10 Andrew B Mills 
Specially arranged to welcome Rev. Wendy Dalrymple  
as the rector of Loughborough Parish Church 
Rung on the 530th anniversary of the Battle of Bosworth.  L to R :- Andrew Mills, Brenda Parr, Sally Brown,  
First peal in the method.      Richard  Bimson, Mick Angrave, Richard Brown, Rev 

         Wendy Dalrymple, Richard Angrave, Mike Dew, 
Henry Tudor Surprise Royal                                                         Nick Churchman, Murray Coleman 
b-3-4-5-6-27-38-4-5-6-9-6-5-4-238-7-6-5-4-3-2                                                       

 
 
 
 

Long to Reign Over Us 
from Sally Brown – Oaks in Charnwood 

 
 
On Wednesday, September 9th, a group of Loughborough District ringers rang at five towers to celebrate the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth II. They were joined by Casey, a student from the USA who had come to the UK for 3 
months specifically to learn how to ring.  
 
The mini tour started at 6pm on the six bells of Copt Oak and, most appropriately, Queens was included in the 
ringing during the first appearance of the evening of an all ladies band. The ringers then departed for a 6.30pm 
start at Oaks in Charnwood - yet again Queens featured in the performance. 
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 After a swift ring, it was back in the cars to travel to Belton for a 7pm start. Queens on 6 sounded out across the 
village (all ladies band's 2nd appearance) and the ringing concluded with a nice course of Norwich, starring Viv 
who had been a student in the Surprise Minor group at the previous weekend's ringing course. 
 

 
Ringing at Belton 

 
Onward to Long Whatton for 7.20pm, where we were greeted by the Church Warden and his wife. Getting all the 
ringers to attempt the "well worn" ladders was as much of a challenge as ringing the rustic three bells. The all 
ladies band once again revelled in the joys of Queens (both 132 and 213 as they weren't sure which was correct) 
and a mixed band rang a course of Stedman Singles.  
 

 
Last of the Summer Wino: Compo, Cleggie and Foggy have a go at Long Whatton whilst Nora Batty and friends 

look on! 
 

 
Richard turns the tenor in 

 
The final leg of the tour was Loughborough Parish Church, arriving late for the weekly practice. Queens on 10, 
plus an especially composed touch of 63 changes of Stedman Triples were rung in honour of HM Queen Elizabeth 
II's 63 years reign.  
 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/01651/summerwine_1651419c.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/7806003/Last-of-the-Summer-Wine-the-ageless-appeal-of-three-old-men-in-a-bath.html&h=288&w=460&tbnid=keLQPlOeQhRRVM:&docid=wt6wzqSzJI7zLM&ei=uHPxVYDYK4K07AawnpzABA&tbm=isch&ved=0CDwQMygDMANqFQoTCICUlaC47McCFQIa2wodMA8HSA
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After ringing at Belton.  

Front L to R: Richard Bimson, Casey McLellan, Viv Mattravers, Val Baxter, Frances Marshall. Back L to R: Phillippa 
Taylor, Charles Bishop, Joanne Moore, Sally Brown, Izabelle Bimson, Richard Brown, Liz Twitchell.  

Also taking part in the evening’s ringing: David Clarke, Andy Ward, Ben Dalrymple, Judith Godfrey (see below).  
 

 
Judith also rang for the Queen, despite being too ill to join us on the day. 

 
 
 
 
Market Harborough :- 
  
Saturday 22nd August 2015-09-19 
A Quarter Peal of Plain Bob Doubles at Oadby in 43 minutes 
 
1 Jo Green 
2 Heather Morris 
3 Jane Farrelly 
4 Diane Young 
5 Andrew Young © 
6 Paul Atkins 
 
First Quarter for the Treble 
See page 17 for the latest Market Harborough news – Strike-Fest report 
 
Syston :- 
 A team of Bellringers from the Syston District of the Leicester Guild of Church Bellringers, rang on the evening of 9th 
September 2015 to mark the occasion of Queen Elizabeth II becoming the longest reigning Monarch. 
  
The team followed a route to ensure that there were enough ringers to mark the occasion at Queniborough, Barkby, 
Syston, Thurmaston, Humberstone and Scraptoft. 
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FIRST QUARTER PEALS 
 

 
 Peatling Parva 
1260 Plain Bob Doubles 
1 .. Debbie Willett 
2 .. Garry Mason 
3 .. Dilys England 
4 .. Mike Price 
5 .. Terry Iliffe © 
6 .. John Davies 
 
First Quarter Peal .. 1 
 
 

 

RISING RINGERS 
 
 

Since the last Newsletter one meeting has taken place Saturday 28th March and Saturday 25th July at Sapcote. A wide 
variety of methods were rung including Plain Bob, Cambridge Surprise Minor and Plain Hunt 9.  
The next meetings are as follows: 
 
26th September 2015 
28th November 2015 
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PROGRESSING RINGERS 
 
 
Progressing Ringers met at Ashby Folville and Gaddesby on the 25th of July. This was the first time the meeting had 
been held at two towers rather than one. Overall this proved to be successful as the two towers are relatively close 
together. There were more than 20 Progressing Ringers at the meeting all getting at least three rings during the 
morning. Dave Carling, who ran the session, commented that it was a very good practice. 
In August we ran a shorter, two hour, session at Ratby.  This was the first time we had held on August meeting as 
usually many people are away on holiday. Once again this was a very successful meeting and it gave many of the 
students on the ringing course the chance to meet up before of course. 
There was no meeting in September mainly due to the close proximity of the ringing course. 
The next meeting, therefore, will be at Birstall on the 24th of October starting at 10 o’clock as usual. 

Chris Sansome 
 

THANK YOU 
 
As Secretary of the Education Committee and on behalf of all the students who took part in the Ringing Course over 
the weekend of 4th/6th of September, I would like to say a very big thank you to the tutors - Nicholas Parr, Paul Atkins, 
Garry Mason, Sally Brown and Graham Hayward - who ran the groups; the towers who allowed us to ring their bells 
and the 60 or so helpers who gave up their time over the weekend. A very special thank you must also go to Ruth 
Jackson who, single-handedly, kept us so well fed over the weekend. Feedback so far suggests that it was a very 
successful weekend.  

Chris Sansome 

 

 

 

LEICESTER GUILD  RINGING COURSE 2015 

 
Following the success of the re-establishment of the LDG ringing course in 2014 the 2015 course took place from 
Friday 4th to Sunday 6th September. This was again at Ullesthorpe Scout campsite near Lutterworth. The courses on 
offer were first steps in Plain Hunt, Doubles, Plain Minor, Surprise Minor and Stedman. 17 students attended allocating 
3 or 4 per group ensured that plenty of practical rope time was achieved. Significant progress was made across all the 
groups. One young lady attending the doubles group progressed to Cambridge Minor! Another group had ringing on 
Sunday afternoon interrupted by the landlady of the pub opposite who was running a real ale and jazz festival. ‘The 
church didn’t tell me about the ringing’ said the landlady, ‘Did you tell the church about your concert’ – NO. A 
compromise was agreed which involved the ringers drinking the real ale for 45mins then carrying on! A big thank you 
must go to the tutors Paul Atkins, Sally Brown, Graham Haywood, Garry Mason and Nicholas Parr for their efforts 
throughout the weekend. Also the dumb bell simulator was erected at the campsite and proved to be a very popular 
activity as students and helpers improved their ringing and listening skills. 
In addition to the ringing a very important part of the weekend is the food and socialising. We have a superb cook, 
Ruth Jackson, who cooked excellent Breakfasts, Lunch and Dinners for us. Saturday night, the main social evening, saw 
an excellent quiz was organised by Bev Jarrom, one of the students. It was very close at the top of the leader board with 
only ½ point between the teams. Paul Atkins, pushed just into third place, claimed their team was ‘robbed by a 
technicality’. Naturally it was all taken in good spirit and the teams were awarded with sweets and goodies. A very 
respectable quarter peal of Kent Major was also scored by people deemed ‘not clever enough to take part in the quiz’. 
The evening was rounded off by the majority of the people staying on site playing the card game, ‘Cards Against 
Humanity’. For the less initiated, this game is far from PC but did cause much hilarity! 
I would like to thank Chris Sansome for the fantastic organisation of the course and Mick Angrave for the domestic 
organisation of the campsite and bunkhouse facility. 

 – Chair Recruitment & Education Committee 
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Progressing from Plain Hunt Group                                 Students Viv Matravers, Vicky Semak and Jane Salt –            

                              Surprise Minor 
 
 
 

  
 
We cater for all ages - Rosemary and Ian Haywood                    Lucy Wormleighton, Lianne Brookes, Helen Gamble,                                                                                               

                                                                              and Rebecca Odames enjoying Saturday night 
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LDG BELLS COMMITTEE 
 
It was 30th September 1989 when members of the Bells Committee made their first visit to All Saints church in 
East Norton. We found three unringable bells in a neglected belfry. 
Some years later a local representative of the church contacted me and told me it was the intention of the PCC to 
have the bells ringing again; full circle. However there was much to be done to the fabric of the church and the 
bells would have to take their turn. 
Suffice to say the PCC kept their word and the bells were eventually rehung and rededicated. So it was with some 
sense of satisfaction that the Bells Committee returned to East Norton last July and after inspecting the 
installation, rang the three bells.  
If I mention the church of St John the Baptist at Rolleston you might not even know where it is situated. 
The church passed into ownership of the Rolleston Estate some years ago and is used only occasionally these 
days. 
Rolleston is hardly a village yet possesses a rather grand house, farms and a few houses. Walk towards Goadby 
and Tugby along the rural path and the most beautiful lake awaits you. A truly idyllic spot which my family and I 
have enjoyed visiting on numerous occasions over the years. 
Access  to the church to inspect the bells proved somewhat difficult though Arthur Rees however, promised that 
he would get us in there and so he did. 
We congregated outside the church on a cold and wet June morning whilst Arthur negotiated his extendable 
ladder into the church to enable us to climb into the belfry. 
A happy conclusion to the story would be to announce the discovery of a fine ring of bells. Not the case 
unfortunately but the one bell, hung for chiming, was cast by T Norris in 1629 although there was evidence of 
some more recent work to the headstock and bearings. 
If you are ever out that way I recommend a few minutes stop at the church, which is left open by the owners and 
visitors are welcome. 
Most of you will be aware that the augmentation at Tilton on the Hill is now complete and our group made a July 
visit to inspect the installation and ring them. 
Our work continues to visit all the churches in the Diocese and record what we find. Still a fair distance to go 
however. 
It seems there is always something going on, which is encouraging, and we continue to have an enviable collection 
of ringable bells in this Dioceses. 
So what does the future hold? Ibstock needs major, expensive work on the bell frame; Swinford want to hang 
their four bells for full circle ringing and augment to six. Long Whatton would like to augment their three bells, 
whilst Barlestone le Vale have indicated their wish to rehang their four bells and also augment. 
On the other side of the coin the future of St. Peter’s Belgrave is still shrouded in uncertainty. It is so important 
that we  retain access to continue ringing the eight bells there. 
The Bells Committee has never been a closed shop so please feel free to come and join us in our occasional visits. 
Overalls and a hard hat are recommended but first contact me for relevant information. 
 
Garry Mason 
 
 
 
 

RINGING FOR THE QUEEN 
 

 
In addition to the ringing mentioned elsewhere in this newsletter ringing also took place at the following 
churches in various forms: Sapcote, All Saints; Aylestone St.Andrew; Leicester St. Mary de Castro; Leicester 
Cathedral; Ratby Ss Philip & James; Illston on the Hill  St. Michael & All Angels; Lutterworth St. Mary; 
Dunton Bassett, All Saints and Swinford All Saints. 
 
The following letter was received by the Guild Secretary from the Lord Lieutenant of the County. 
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MARKET HARBOROUGH STRIKE-FEST 
 
Market Harborough District Strike-Fest 
On Saturday 19th September, 23 members of the Market Harborough District, from 8 towers, met at 
Saddington for the annual Strike-Fest, our version of a striking competition - all the elements of any striking 
competition but much more relaxed.  It has been described as a District Practice with a judge.  Ten teams 
competed, each ringing 120 changes of either method or call changes. This included three tower bands and one 
nearly tower band, the rest being made up from all the people who came along – the ringing master allocates 
people to bands which he thinks will stretch them a little, so the high standard of the ringing was admirable.  
The competition was very ably judged by Mark Pendery, with assistance from Andy Hinton (Shawell), who is 
currently unable to ring.   
Mark made some very positive comments about the general standard of the ringing, and gave a few pointers as 
to where individual teams scored faults.  A team ringing St. Simon’s Doubles were placed first with Oadby Blue 
(placed a very close second) the highest placed tower band: they were therefore awarded the trophy.  
Saddington, entering a band for the first time in several years were awarded the achievers’ trophy.  At least six 
of the ringers were ringing in competitions for the first time, so congratulations to them for the high standard 
of the ringing they achieved. 
The full results were: 1st, Band E (St. Simon’s Doubles, 79%); 2nd, Oadby Blue (Grandsire Doubles, 78.5%); 3rd 
Band D (Cambridge Minor, 74.5%); 4th, Band C (Stedman Doubles, 69.5%);  5th, Band B (Call Changes, 65%); 
6th, Saddington (60.5%); 7th , Nearly Medbourne (Call Changes; 54.5%); 8th , Band A (Grandsire Doubles, 
53%); 9th , Band F (Plain Bob Doubles, 33%).  The Oadby Red band (ringing call changes) were disqualified 
for only ringing 114 changes. It was creditable, that had the experienced ringers been able to count the number 
of changes rung properly (!!) this band (which contained two people ringing in their first competition) would 
have been placed in the top five. 
Congratulations to David (Great Easton), Gwen, Jane, John (Oadby), Terry and Alison (Gilmorton group) 
who were in the winning band.  After a fun morning of competition ringing, 15 people went for an excellent, 
albeit rather leisurely (!!), lunch at the Queen’s Arms next door.  Thanks again to Mark for giving up his 
morning the judge the competition, and for his positive and helpful comments 
Andrew Young
 


